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∗ orresponding author: tony.fevrier�math.u-psud.fr15 April 2013 ∗Some theoritial aspets of the Lattie Boltzmann Method remain debatable : stability for lowvisosities and lak of Galilean invariane are two major issues of this kind of sheme.Geier proposed in 2006 a asaded Boltzmann sheme for whih all the equilibria are onstantin term of the �uid veloity [1℄. He used the triangular struture of a matrix to relax to theseequilibria. It seems to bring a gain on those issues.His sheme indues us to de�ne a new lass of lattie Boltzmann method depending on a veloityparameter whih is a funtion of spae and time. Note that this method is an adaptation of theGeier sheme and the d'Humières sheme [2℄. The idea is to relax in the moments spae thatmoves at this veloity. We expet to obtain similar results to Geier's ones by �xing the parameteras the �uid veloity. This method does not add any di�ulty to the implementation and providesa triangular struture during the hange of frames step the �xed frame to the moving frame orthe opposite.Moreover, we are interested in the hoie of the moments as we want to get a group representationfor the hange of frames. This requirement implies to have a well-hoosen family of polynomsfor those moments.We also derive equivalent equations up to the third order using the Taylor expansion method.These equations do not depend on the veloity parameter up to the seond order so that oursheme approximate the same physis as lassial DdQq shemes. We espeially develop om-pletely the equations of the non linear D2Q9 sheme up to the seond order to exhibit nongalilean invariant terms.We also propose some numerial tests to ompare the properties of veloity dependent DdQqshemes with lassial DdQq shemes.Referenes[1℄ M. Geier. A. Greiner and J.C. Korvink. �Casaded digital lattie boltzmann automata forhigh reynolds number �ow�, Physial Review E, vol. 73, p. 066705, 2006.[2℄ D. d'Humières. �Generalized Lattie-Boltzmann Equations�, in Rare�ed Gas Dynamis:Theory and Simulations, vol. 159 of AIAA Progress in Aeronautis and Astronautis, p. 450-458, 1992.
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